We study the efI'ect of a single bistable scatterer on the conductance of mesoscopic conductors in the crossover regime between open and closed systems. After the resistance of the contact between the metallic grain and bulk electrode exceeds the resistance of a grain, the eKect of a bistability is enhanced and takes the universal form. Its eKciency scales with the cross section of the bistable impurity and conductances of contacts but is independent of this impurity position inside a sample.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mesoscopic devices of various modifications often show pronounced telegraph and other low-&equency noise.
Some part of this noise has been interpreted in terms of the presence of bistable or multistable configurations of defects or of a slow impurity diffusion. The origin of this effect has a quantum nature. In the absence of any inelasticity and at low temperatures, the conductance of an individual sample depends on the interference pattern of diffusive electronic waves in it, and a bistable scatterer manifests itself by the change of phases of coherent multiply scattered electron waves which touch it during the pass through the sample. As a result, the recharging of even a single impurity among an infinite number of them can produce a finite effect on the conductance.
Nevertheless, in devices with the form of a microbridge (open systems), this effect is rather limited. Recharging or displacement of a single short-range impurity among a lot of them (their density is n) produces a conductance variation of the order of (bg ) (l n) (Ref.
2) (we use quantum units e2/h to measure all conductances below and brackets stand for an averaging over static impurity configurations). This cannot provide a complete renewing of a random potential realization from the point of view of a resulting transmission through the sample, since the number of impurities nl per area of a squared mean free path / is usually great. Further, both the absolute value and autocorrelation function of conductance variations in a magnetic field are quite sensitive to the bistable defect position with respect to current contacts. 4 The goal of the present work is to describe the effect of a single scatterer on properties of a nearly closed mesoscopic conductor and, in particular, to estimate, how much changes one should produce in a disordered cavity with low-conductance leads in order to collect full statistics of conductance fluctuations (CF) in it. The latter information can be useful both for the studies of mesoscopic effects in electronic microdevices ' so that an open system corresponds to o.~0 and a quasi-isolated one is described by the limit of o. )) 1.
Using the above definition of the current through the circuit in terms of the integrated current density in its metallic part, the correlation function K = (gig2) - (g) of two conductances, gi~2l = g(U + hU/2, H + AH/2), taken for different impurity configurations Uq 2 --U 6 bU/2 and at different magnetic fields Hi 2 --H + AH/2 can be related to two-particle Green functions Pd( ) --(GP 0 G+& H ) averaged over realizations of a "background" random potential U, so called diffusons and Cooperons. The latter two describe the density-density and phase-phase correlations of electrons in a diffusive regime and, after accounting for the variation bU, they can be found &om the equations potential hU, and ry = L /D .Equation (2) experiments on a single mode transmission through diffusive cavities (that corresponds to gb = 1), Eqs. (7, 8) show that a single scatterer (such as a small piece of a metal) can already produce enough changes, if its size is of about a wavelength of irradiation. The multiple difFusive traversal of a quasiclosed system by an electron from contact to contact -destroys the memory about a specific impurity position, which makes the magneto-tomography of a bistable scatterer no longer possible. This is manifested by the fact that the correlation function of random magnetoconductance variations takes the uinversal form Eq. (6), which is similar to that of thermodynamic parameters of isolated systems, but with a rescaled correlation magnetic field flux P = H S The field H in a weakly connected mesoscopic conductor lies in between of what is known for open systems, P (n -+ 0) = C'p, and P, (1' ( 8e) = 4p/8e/E, determined by the mean level spacing be in isolated metallic grains. ' Since the lifetime of a difFusive electron inside a weakly connected conductor (the quantity inverse to I'/h, ) is n )) 1 times longer than the difl'usive flight time rt = L /D, the mean square (q'i ) of a magnetic Beld flux encircled by a characteristic difFusive chaotic trajectory is o. times greater than the geometrical flux SH through the sample area. This rescales the correlation magnetic field flux of CF, in our case down to the value of P:Cp/(7r~a) (& 4p. In a weakly connected conductor, a finite temperature shows up at the scale of 27rT ) I' = hr& /a E,/n. to the zero-dimensional system, both with respect to the variation of an impurity configuration and external parameters, such as a magnetic field.
Although the calculations are performed in the diffusion regime, the derived above magnetocorrelation functions seem to be able to describe fluctuations in chaotic ballistic systems. In particular, Eqs. (7,9,10) are in a good. agreement with observations of Refs. 5, 6 and 18.
One can also expect that in billiards the variation of an impurity can be replaced by the variation of a shape, but before using the derived above equations one has to take into account the following remark. The variation of a shape is usually produced by some variation of a voltage bVg applied to side gates. This variation of gate voltages changes not only the shape of a structure, but also its area, S~S + bS. In an arbitrary case, the change of an area occurs in the first order on bVg, BS oc bVg, and results in a proportional rescaling of the energies e of all single-particle states in the box spectrum: e -+ e /(1+ bS). Therefore, the states near the 
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In a summary, we have analyzed the conductance fluctuations in a mesoscopic piece of a metal in the crossover regime from an open to a nearly closed system. On the base of the perturbation theory calculations, we conclude that after the resistances g& of the device contacts to bulk electrodes exceed the resistance g of a metallic grain itself, the sensitivity of a sample conductance to
